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Abstract

Searching for specific information on the Web is becoming more and more difficult. To facilitate this task, it is necessary to use specialized tools. Our objective is to build a searching system for the French Civil Service. We describe here our work done within the framework of French gouvernemental contract by FIM during the PhD thesis in Ecole des Mines de Paris (ESNMP). We survey the problems related to Web information retrieval and particularly meta-search techniques. We describe the implementation of a system to search for administrative documents. The goal is to retrieve the documents corresponding to a question simultaneously submitted to several Civil Service Web servers. We present our study, choice of methodology and the implementation of our meta-system. We describe some evaluation results of the experiments, performed to evaluate the relevance of the answers received from the search engines.

1. Introduction

This paper describes a Meta-Search system developed for searching the documents produced by the French Civil Service. The main purpose of this system is to obtain the information directly from its source location, from the government website.

First, we describe the general problems of information retrieval on the Web, then we describe the FIM-MetaIndexer system in terms of architecture, information flow and configuration possibilities. We describe also some of our methods of analysis and classification of the different Search-Engines implemented on the government sites. The conclusion summarizes our results and provides suggestions for future improvements.

2. Searching for information on the Web

2.1. General problems of information retrieval on the Web

The Web is an enormous source of useful information. Surfing the Web can be a great pleasure and adventure, but searching for specific information can often be very difficult.

Most of the information retrieval problems are due to [3][7][12] the size of the Web, the quantity and quality of documents [2], reliability of links [5], index database updating, indexing of dynamic pages, the heterogeneity of the document formats and resources, problems related to multiple languages, etc.

The most popular searching methods are: subject catalogues, Search Engines, Meta-Search tools, on-line database agents, and other tools like robots (spiders and crawlers) and monitoring agents [8][4].

The Web-based information retrieval and searching techniques are necessary, the new systems like a WSS5 and WIRSS6 [15][16] are steel under development, and the new concepts are introduced.

2.2. Meta-Search Engines

The Meta-Search Engines [6][9][10] are tools, which transmit an individual client's query simultaneously to several different Search Engines (Figure 1).

Meta-Search Engines do not have their own database of Web pages (corpus of Web documents) but can only access the documents from the result pages given by search engines which have been queried.

---

5WSS Web-based Support Systems
6WIRSS Web-based Information Retrieval Support Systems
There are two kinds of Meta-Search Engines implementations either on the server or on the client.

2.2.1. Advantages and disadvantages of Meta-Search Engines. Some of the most significant advantages [11] are: simultaneous Search Engines interrogation, uniform request form, homogeneous response presentation, and the possibility of including additional functions such as: link verification, double page elimination, answer relevance evaluation etc.

The most significant disadvantages are: the growth of response time, the risk of elimination of some relevant answers, copyright problems, etc.

2.2.2. General Meta-Search Engines. The general Meta-Search Engines are neither dedicated nor adapted to information retrieval from the Civil Service Web sites. They consult general Google-like Search Engines, so it is not possible to find a particular Civil Service’s documents. These documents are rarely indexed, if at all. It is difficult to retrieve the dynamic pages by autonomous retrieval agents.

2.3. Answer relevance checking

2.3.1. Checking relevance methods. There are two major types of relevance checking methods [14]: textual and topological. The topological method encompasses the textual, whilst taking into account hyperlinks.

2.3.2. Problems. Relevance checking of the answers given by the Search Engines involves a number of difficulties. The most serious problems are: different and nonhomogenized searching methods, heterogeneous relevance evaluation algorithms and different classification methods implemented on the Search Engines queried.

The Meta-Search method involves other problems: real time interrogation and checking slows down search speed (it is necessary to find a compromise between the response quality and the speed of the search system); the unknown total document corpus, which means that it is not possible to use standard retrieval performance checking methods. All the standard methods need fixed limits to the total document corpus. The Web corpus is unlimited and cannot be accessed by the Meta-Search Engine.

3. FIM-MetaIndexer

FIM-MetaIndexer is a Meta-Search system developed to search for documents produced by the French Civil Service\(^5\). The main purpose of this system is to retrieve the information directly from its source location, the government web site thus giving us the possibility to obtain immediately all of the existing and available information on the web site, as well as irretrievable documents in the search results of a standard Search Engine. These are documents not yet indexed because of the necessary delay time for the indexing task, or the documents named “Invisible Web”\(^6\), which are not indexed at all by the standard Google-like Search Engine. These documents are dynamically generated as an answer to the query.

3.1. Methods choice and servers choice for queries

3.1.1. Method choice. Our Meta-Search Engine (FIM-MetaIndexer [13]) was installed on a distant accessible from Internet server. The server uses 50 independent agents to interrogate Search Engines simultaneously.

The technology used is based on the HTTP protocol. We used the GET, and the POST methods for page retrieval, and the HEAD method for page existence verification. The system was developed using the Perl programming language.

3.1.2. Choice of Search Engines. Our system interrogates three kinds of Search Engines: standard Google-like Search Engines\(^7\); more then 30 specialized French Civil Service Search Engines’ (like the “French Senate” site Search Engine) and the Civil Service portals\(^8\).

---

\(^5\) FIM-MetaIndexer system developed for the Fonds Interministériel de Modernisation de l’Administration Française.

\(^6\) e.g.: Google (http://www.google.com), AltaVista (http://www.altavista.com), Yahoo (http://www.yahoo.fr)


\(^8\) Adminet-Journal Officiel (http://www.admi.net/jo), Service-Publique (http://www.service-publique.fr)
4. FIM-MetaIndexer architecture

FIM-MetaIndexer is based on modular architecture. There are three major modules (Figure 2):

- **MAD** (*Module d’Analyse des Données*) data input analyzer;
- **MIM** (*Module d’Interrogation des Moteurs*) Search Engine interrogation module;
- **MAR** (*Module d’Analyse des Réponses récupérées*) answer analyzer module.

![Figure 2. FIM-MetaIndexer architecture](image)

4.1. MAD: Data Input Analyzer

The data input analyzer is the module in charge of comprehension and analysis of client queries and all selected parameters (for example: choice of engine for the interrogation, maximal research time, number of results to be recovered, mode for searching and checking the answers). These parameters are chosen by the user using the HTML based input interface. All necessary data for the interrogation are used to build the general request form which is transmitted to the Search Engine interrogation module (MIM).

4.2. MIM: Search Engine Interrogation Module

This is an agent-based interrogation module which works with selected Search Engines. This module is in charge of three important tasks: translation of client queries and the whole set of parameters into a form which is recognizable by the Search Engines, selection and interrogation of Search Engines, answer recovery and checking that the documents exist.

4.2.1. Query building. There are many different types of Search Engines. They use different search methods, they use and accept only their own specific request format. So, before interrogating the Search Engine, it is necessary to transform the general format of the query prepared by the MAD module into a format which is comprehensible to, and accepted by, each Search Engine. The request building algorithm is presented in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Request construction algorithm](image)

In order to translate from one format to another FIM-MetaIndexer needs to know the configurations data concerning every Search Engine. This data is collected during the integration process of each Search Engine and saved in FIM-MetaIndexer data base.

![Figure 4. Input data form for new Search](image)

Modification of the Search Engine description or insertion of a new Search Engine to the list is possible...
in two ways: directly in the data bases, or by filling in the special insertion HTML form (Figure 4).

4.2.2. Query translation. Query translation is carried out with special attention to: Boolean expression, accentuated letters, optional parameters and seeking the exact phrase.

The Boolean operation can be expressed in varied forms [1], so it is necessary to modify the expression given by the user according to Boolean functions and Boolean operators appropriate to each Search Engine. For unacceptable functions it is necessary to change Boolean expression according to the possibilities offered by a selected Search Engine. For example, if the Search Engine does not accept an alternative function, each component of the alternative function is sent separately to collect the results.

The treatment of the accentuated letters is also full of pitfalls. It is necessary to take note of and distinguish two kinds of treatment, one for the interrogation and the other for the analysis of the document answers.

In the request different options may be used which are proposed by FIM-MetalIndexer (searching mode, number of results, number of results on one page). This will only work with a Search Engine which uses the same, or very similar parameters, for search configuration.

4.2.3. Recovery and answer checking. FIM-MetalIndexer offers some configuration possibilities for searching methods: with or without checking the document-answers existence. The default option without verification is faster and requires minimal network occupation.

4.3. MAR: Answer analyzer module

This module checks the relevance of the answers according to the selected mode (verification on/off) and presents the results sorted by score. FIM-MetalIndexer sorts the results according to the relevance and prevalence of the same documents. FIM-MetalIndexer eliminates repeated answers. The more often the document is cited, the more relevant it is considered to be. This is referred to as weight of relevance and is increased by a specific coefficient. This coefficient is calculated dynamically for each multiple answer, according to the number of repetitions.

Relevance checking with the “verification on” mode is concerned with existence verification and calculation of the number of repetitions of every significant word used in the question.

In “verification off” mode FIM-MetalIndexer cannot itself evaluate or measure the relevance of the document-answers. It will retain the relevance score supplied by each questioned engine. This method of document sorting is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Results sorting algorithm

5. FIM-MetalIndexer user interface

5.1. Input data form

Our Meta-Search Engine gives a user-friendly interface with some configuration options (Figure 6).

Figure 6. FIM optional configuration parameters page of presentation results
The user has the choice of selecting some optional parameters such as: connection time-out, checking existence of links (on/off), global searching time-out, choice from the list of servers to be interrogated, number of answers and maximum number of answers for each server interrogated.

5.2. The presentation of results

The results’ page (Figure 7) presents the list of search results and some statistical estimates such as average: response time, minimal response time, the percentage of right and non relevant responses, and the percentage of interrogations without connection.

For each answer some more details such as: server name, document title and document addresses (URL) are presented.

![Figure 7. FIM page of results](image)

6. Analysis, statistics and classifications of Search Engines

We performed experiments to evaluate the answers received from the selected Search Engines and to classify the profile of the French Civil Service websites.

Our experiment method was based on statistical analysis of the data obtained from the answers given by the Search Engines queried. All of the experiments were done using the FIM-MetalIndexer.

The next sections describe some statistical evaluation of our results.

6.1. Evaluation of the test sets

Two sets of standard queries were prepared. The first with 1000 queries and the second with 50 queries. The queries were selected from the log file of the Adinet server, the popular French Civil Service Search Engine.

All query sets were carefully chosen to represent the true user question form. Tests proved that selected queries have a similar structure to that of the Adinet’s questions, for example: a mean query length of 2.7 words; a mean word length of 7.5 characters. These values are common for the Web log statistics.

Two experiments were carried out with the results saved into the local FIM-MetalIndexer database: “TEST1” - all servers were queried using the first set of queries (1000 queries) and answers (hyper links) were saved locally; “TEST2” – all servers were queried using the second set of queries (50 queries), all the links were followed up locally. The results were then analyzed using statistical methods.

6.2. Response time statistics (TEST1)

![Figure 8. Response time](image)

Different statistics concerning the response time were calculated. We present three of them: response time for each server (Figure 8), the thematic classification of the Search Engines, and the correlation between the response time and the number of responses.

6.2.1. Thematically classifications. We tried to analyzed the thematic profile of the French Civil Service websites. With the specially prepared, thematically selected questions set, we analyzed the dependance between the theme of the question and the quantity of relevant answers to it. Then we analyzed the thematically correlation between the pairs of selected websites of French Civil Service. Figure 9 presents the graph of thematic dependance of the

---

9 Adinet (http://www.adinet.fr)
analyzed Web sites with the different correlation value (correlation ≥ 0.5).

6.2.2. Correlation between the response time and the number of responses. The high positive correlation confirms the natural dependance between the measured values. We observed for some servers the high negative correlation. The negative correlation (-0.65,-0.4) was observed on servers using the cache mechanism that explains very fast access for frequently used sets of answers (Figure 11).

![Figure 9. Thematic profile of governmental websites : dependance graph](image)

We observed an large number of the pairs of servers grouped thematically with significant correlation (Figure 10).

![Figure 10. Correlation for the different pair of the websites](image)

6.3. Test of the response-document accessibility (TEST2)

We verified response-document accessibility, size, and relevance. Our relevance-checking algorithm was based on verification of request-word existence in the answer-documents. We checked it in three-separate parts of the documents: in the title; the body and between the "meta" tags.

This test proved that about 93% answers arrived satisfactorily (Returns HTTP Code 200 OK). There was a small percentage of bad answers due to the incorrect question formulation (Returns HTTP from Code 4XX family): 4% Code 404; 3% Code 400 and Code 403 together. About 0.5% answers were wrong due to the Internal Server Error (Code 500).

7. FIM-MetaIndexer Meta-Search system statistics

Internet users used the FIM-MetaIndexer and the log was collected over several months. We used this log to calculate some statistics.

7.1. General statistics

Many answers returned by the questioned Search Engines were not pertinent. Our statistics (Figure 12) show that only 34% of the results returned by the Search Engines interrogated were of interest.
The FIM-MetaIndexer creates its own results-page from these answers. Our analysis shows that usage of the FIM-MetaIndexer decreases “information noise” significantly because it is able to eliminate the majority of the non-relevant answers.

Figure 12. Response classification

7.2. Number of answers in a fixed period of time

These tests concerned the number of answers received during different time periods. The graph presented (Figure 13) shows that the majority of answers were provided within a period of time of under 15 seconds.

Figure 13. Number of responses received in the different time periods

We observed a significant growth in numbers of answers for the response time equal to 20 seconds. This can be explained by the fact that the default value of the “Search Server wait” time-out of FIM-MetaIndexer is equal to 20 seconds. Users rarely modified this parameter and the majority of responses slower than this time-out were stopped.

7.3. Usage of the FIM-MetaIndexer

The FIM-MetaIndexer is particularly queried during working hours (in France), with a strong increase in peak activity to about 20% in the beginning of the afternoon (Figure 14).

FIM-MetaIndexer usage decreases during the night. This would seem to be normal, as the FIM-MetaIndexer is purpose-built for the French Civil Service, and is therefore mainly used by the French community.

The statistics (Figure 14) show the user activity (the number of requests in percentage) and the response time of the FIM-MetaIndexer according to the time of the day. The FIM-MetaIndexer response time is more or less constant and equal to about 5s.

Figure 14. FIM-MetaIndexer response time

8. Conclusion and future work

The FIM-MetaIndexer is a Meta-Search Engine used to search for documents produced by the French Civil Service. Its first version was available in February 1998. Since, FIM-MetaIndexer has been used by various kinds of users and it has been a well-known and effectively used search tool.

Some new functions could be included in the FIM-MetaIndexer like a bi-directional co-operation module for Search Engines and an economic and technological survey module.
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